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Single-cavity dual-modelocked 2.36-µm laser
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Abstract: We present the first dual-modelocked femtosecond oscillator operating beyond 2 µm
wavelength. This new class of laser is based on a Cr:ZnS gain medium, an InGaSb SESAM for
modelocking, and a two-surface reflective device for spatial duplexing of the two modelocked
pulse trains (combs). The laser operates at 2.36 µm, and for each comb, we have achieved a
FWHM spectral bandwidth of 30 nm, an average power of over 200 mW, and a pulse duration
close to 200 fs. The nominal repetition rate is 242 MHz with a sufficiently large repetition rate
difference of 4.17 kHz. We also found that the laser is able to produce stable modelocked pulses
over a wide range of output powers. This result represents a significant step towards realizing
dual-comb applications directly above 2 µm using a single free-running laser.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Ultrafast laser-based dual-comb sources, consisting of a pair of mutually coherent optical
frequency combs (OFCs) with a small difference in their frequency spacing (pulse repetition
rate), are currently a major topic of research as they offer fine spectral resolution at a high
speed of measurement. Such light sources have diverse applications based on both time and
frequency domain measurements, including asynchronous optical sampling [1] or equivalent
time sampling [2], laser ranging [3–5], and high-resolution spectroscopy [6–10]. Though most
of the ultrafast laser technologies are evolving around near-infrared wavelengths, there is a
strong interest for mid-infrared (mid-IR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) applications [11].
For example, the interesting molecular fingerprint absorption lines can be easily resolved with
dual-comb spectroscopy in the spectral range beyond 2 µm, where many important molecules
have large and nonoverlapping absorption cross-sections.

The highest power and broad wavelength coverage for OFCs above 2 µm are achieved using
nonlinear frequency conversion processes, where dual-comb applications are demonstrated using
OPO [7,12] and DFG [8] sources. These schemes rely on long wavelength pump lasers in order
to use the well-developed non-oxide nonlinear crystals for efficient and broadband mid-IR light
generation [13,14]. Nonetheless, DFG and especially OPO-based schemes are relatively complex
and alignment-critical. This complexity can be mitigated by using a direct laser source for
dual-comb applications above 2 µm. Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [15] and interband cascade
lasers (ICLs) [16] are currently the primary industrial sources for mid-IR sensing since they are
chip-scale electrically pumped devices. QCLs can provide up to watt-level continuous wave
(cw) power [17] and both QCLs and ICLs are used in dual-comb studies [18–20]. But their
bandwidth is rather low (<1 THz), and a pulse shaper is required to obtain ultrashort pulses from
the chirped output waveform [21]. In contrast, long-wavelength modelocked oscillators offer
high peak power pulses suited for driving nonlinear conversion and spectral broadening to the
mid-IR, as well as ultralow noise and compatibility with carrier envelope offset stabilization for
absolute frequency calibration. This motivates us to establish ultrafast laser-based dual-combs
directly above 2 µm.
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Recently, there is a trend in generating the pair of OFCs from a single laser cavity [22,23],
where the common-mode noise can be significantly rejected [24,25] and hence, mutual coherence
can be established without any active stabilization loop. Such lasers can enable high-precision
measurements even in free-running operation [4,26,27]. Most of the progress in this area has
been in the near-infrared range [24,28–30]. Extending dual-modelocking to longer wavelengths
around 2 µm has been explored using Tm-doped fiber lasers [31–33]. With these lasers, only
a few mW of output power is achieved while operating at low repetition rates in the 10’s of
MHz range. Furthermore, in most cases, these pair of pulse trains correspond to two separate
spectral bands, commonly known as dual-wavelength modelocking. Such a laser requires an
additional amplification stage to boost the power and a nonlinear spectral broadening stage to
achieve overlapped spectra, which then makes it suitable for coherent dual-comb applications
[33].

Here we present a single-cavity dual-modelocking of a Cr:ZnS solid-state laser operating at
2.36 µm and modelocked with an InGaSb quantum well SESAM [34,35]. The laser produces
two modelocked pulse trains (combs), each with more than 200 mW average power and pulse
duration close to 200 fs. The fundamental repetition rate is 242 MHz with a repetition rate
difference of 4.17 kHz. Though 2.4-µm Cr:ZnS(e)-based comb sources [36] and two separate
laser-based dual-comb applications have been presented [37,38], single-cavity dual-modelocking
has never been demonstrated using this type of laser. Thus, our results hold a set of novelties,
which includes first dual-modelocking (i) above 2 µm wavelength and (ii) of a Cr:ZnS laser.
Furthermore, (iii) the laser produces the highest power and the shortest pulse at two comb modes
directly from a single oscillator in the 2-µm range.

Optically pumped Cr:ZnS(e) solid-state lasers are gaining wider interest in recent years owing
to their reliable fabrication quality, broad spectral coverage (2–3 µm), and other properties
suitable for high-power and short pulse generation [34,39–42]. Though the widely used Kerr-lens
modelocking is ideal for few-cycle pulse generation [40,42] and used in applications [43,44],
SESAM modelocking offers robust, low-noise, and self-starting operation. Our recent effort on
novel InGaSb material-based SESAMs has enabled self-starting Cr:ZnS lasers delivering stable
high-power [34] and high-repetition rate [45] femtosecond pulses. In the end, this allowed us to
establish stable dual-modelocking of the laser, as reported herein.

2. Dual-modelocking of Cr:ZnS laser

2.1. Pump configuration

The dual-comb SESAM-modelocked Cr:ZnS laser presented here is pumped by an Er-doped
fiber laser (NKT Photonics, Koheras BoostiK E15 PM FM), which in the future can also be
extended to diode-pumping [46]. A 1550-nm Er-doped linearly polarized single mode fiber laser
providing up to 10 W of cw power is used for pumping a 3.8-mm long polycrystalline Cr:ZnS
gain element with a specified doping concentration of 9× 1018/cm3 (IPG Photonics). The power
is (equally) divided over two arms and guided through an optical telescope arrangement for beam
scaling. In the end, the two beams are focused into the gain element using a 50-mm focal length
lens, where the spot size of each beam is ∼ 57 µm in radius with a spatial separation of ∼ 1.4 mm.
These values are adjusted as per laser cavity design (Section 2.2).

The Cr:ZnS sample has transverse dimensions of 2.2 mm (h) × 3.2 mm (w) and is Brewster-cut
along the w-side. The sample is oriented in a way to obtain the Brewster condition for horizontal
polarization and to establish the beam path on a horizontal plane. With the spatial duplexing
design (more details in Section 2.2) the two beams are slightly displaced in the vertical (h)
direction at the gain element (to avoid any cross-talk). This ensures that both beams are focused
near the center of the sample and are not clipped due to the angular incidence in the w-direction.
During optimization of their spot size and position, we further observed that the pump absorption
is not uniform across the h-direction. We have measured the small signal transmission of 1550-nm
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pump with 64 mW power by translating the gain element in the h-direction. The result is plotted
in Fig. 1(a). The transmission drops significantly towards both edges, which can be explained by
the fact that Cr is diffusion doped into the ZnS sample through the sides. Even so, this actually
favors our dual-pump configuration, where the two beams are separated nearly symmetrically
from the center and a higher pump absorption is obtained.

Fig. 1. (a) Transmission profile of 1550-nm pump through the Cr:ZnS gain element along the
vertical (h) dimension, which decreases nearly symmetrically from the center (distance= 0
mm) towards the edges. (b) Schematic side-view of the gain element showing the two
pump positions in the h-direction, while propagating along the l-direction. A schematic
transmission profile (red dashed) is indicated as well.

2.2. Laser cavity configuration

A standard X-folded laser cavity is developed (Fig. 2), where the Cr:ZnS is placed in the middle
of the stability zone and temperature stabilized to 16 °C. One arm of this X-folded cavity uses a
SESAM as an end mirror, which is mounted on a copper block and temperature stabilized to
22 °C. The SESAM parameters are described in [34,45]. The other arm is ended with a flat
output coupler (OC) of 3% average transmission over 2.2–2.6 µm. The input coupling mirror
transmits> 93% of the pump power. All the mirrors and the OC have low and nearly flat group
delay dispersion (GDD), however, are not optimized for any higher order dispersion. All of the
mirrors have the same coating. We placed an uncoated 5-mm long YAG window (which has
negative GDD at this wavelength) at Brewster’s angle inside the cavity to adjust the total cavity
GDD to a value suitable for fundamental soliton modelocking [47]. The GDD and reflectivity of
cavity elements are described in more details in [34]. The astigmatism introduced by the curved
mirrors, Cr:ZnS and YAG is minimized by choosing incident angles on the turning mirrors
of ∼ 5°. The laser is mounted on an optical breadboard and operated in a standard laboratory
environment.

The cavity is designed for two modelocked pulse trains (combs) displaced spatially (vertically)
by using a two-surface device, with two separate angles on its surface (apex angle ∼ 178.5°,
inset in Fig. 2(a)). The device is similar to a Fresnel biprism that has been used for dual-comb
modelocking at 1 µm wavelength [28], but in our case, it is made of two separate optical substrates.
The cavity design was chosen to obtain appropriate mode sizes on the active elements and to allow
for reasonable beam separation on the highly-reflective coated duplexing device when placed
in the proper position. This means that two equally efficient combs with the same polarization
(horizontal) are created with slightly different repetition rates (intracavity optical path length).
Both combs follow a quasi-common path and share all of the same cavity elements. The spot
size variation of one comb inside the cavity is plotted in Fig. 2(b). The estimated laser mode
size on the gain element is ∼ 59 µm in radius, which matches well with the pump spot size of ∼
57 µm. With an estimated spot size on the SESAM of ∼148 µm, the average fluence (i.e., the
half peak fluence for a Gaussian beam) is ∼ 49 µJ/cm2 at the highest stable modelocked power
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic top-view of the dual-comb soliton modelocked Cr:ZnS laser cavity
using the SESAM to start and stabilize passive modelocking. The two beam paths are
vertically displaced, where the gain element and YAG window are placed at (horizontal)
Brewster’s angle for lowest loss. The pump beam is split and recombined with a vertical
displacement. Thus, only one beam path is visible from this view. The turning mirrors and
duplexing device are coated for high reflection over 2.1–3.0 µm. The radius of curvature
(RoC) is indicated for each curved mirror. The Cr:ZnS, duplexing device, and SESAM are
mounted on a translational stage for fine positioning. The inset shows a side-view of the
duplexing device with two beams indicated in different colors. The arrows indicate the
path taken by the intracavity beams returning from the OC. A cavity simulation shows the
variation of (b) laser mode size (radius) in Brewster plane, and (c) vertical offset of one mode
from the other. The red vertical lines indicate the position of Cr:ZnS, duplexing device, and
YAG, whereas the SESAM and the OC are positioned at two ends of the cavity.

for each comb. The combs are well separated both in the gain element (∼ 1.4 mm) and on the
SESAM (∼ 3.5 mm), ensuring minimum cross-talk between them at the active elements. The
calculated vertical offset between the two combs is plotted in Fig. 2(c), which also indicates that
the beams are well separated at the output (∼ 3 mm at the OC). With this design, we obtain stable
simultaneous passive modelocking for both the combs.

3. Modelocking characterization

We characterize the laser by measuring modelocking diagnostics, which consists of an optical
spectrum analyzer (OSA), second harmonic generation (SHG)-based intensity autocorrelator,
microwave spectrum analyzer (MSA), and a home-built SHG setup using a 5-mm long periodically
poled lithium niobate crystal. The pulses experience -3000 fs2 of GDD before reaching the
autocorrelator. With the SESAM in place, simultaneous self-starting soliton modelocking [47] is
established for the dual-combs with very similar properties. Stable modelocking is established
for a wide range of output laser power as shown in Fig. 3(a). Close to transform-limited pulse
duration is achieved over this entire range (cross in Fig. 3(a)). The decrease in pulse duration
with increasing power is a strong indication of a soliton modelocking mechanism for the pulse
formation, for which the SESAM starts and stabilizes the soliton formation. The saturation
behavior in the pulse duration measurements can be attributed to thermal lensing in the cavity and
to a power-dependent red shift of the center wavelength (∼11 nm from minimum to maximum
power). Nevertheless, we obtain up to 250 mW (200 mW) for comb 1 (comb 2) with a pulse
duration of 207 fs (187 fs). At this power level, the estimated optical-to-optical efficiency with
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respect to absorbed pump power is >10% and an excellent transverse beam quality is achieved. A
full parameter set is displayed in Table 1. Further increase in pump power resulted in instability
of the modelocked states.

comb 1 comb 2

(b)(a)

Fig. 3. Modelocking performance. (a) Measured laser output power (solid circle) and pulse
duration (cross) for different pump power per comb. Red: comb 1. Blue: comb 2. (b)
Measured beam profile for the two lasing modes.

Table 1. Laser Parameters at Highest Power Stable Modelocked State

Parameters Power
(mW)

Center
wavelength
(nm)

Bandwidth
(nm)

Pulse
duration (fs)

Peak power
(kW)

f rep
(MHz)

∆f rep
(kHz)

comb 1 250 2363 29 207 4.4
242 4.17

comb 2 200 2357 32 187 3.9

The measured autocorrelator trace is shown in Fig. 4(a)-(b), and the corresponding optical
spectrum in Fig. 4(c), with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 29 nm (32 nm).
These spectra are fully overlapped, which is highly beneficial for dual-comb spectroscopic
applications. Because of the lack of high-speed photodetectors at 2.4 µm, a direct measurement
of the pulse repetition rate was not possible. Instead, we have used an external SHG setup to
translate the laser output to a more accessible near-infrared range which is detected using a fast
(45 GHz) InGaAs detector connected to an MSA with a bandwidth of 13.2 GHz. Both combs
show fundamental modelocking at a repetition rate f rep of ∼ 242 MHz with an offset (∆f rep) of
4.17 kHz. With our single SHG setup, we could not measure both repetition rates simultaneously.
Instead, we measured them in sequence (by using a beam combiner and a flip mirror in the beam
diagnostics path) and confirmed their stability. The two measured radio frequency peaks are
combined and plotted in Fig. 4(d), clearly indicating the offset and a high signal-to-noise ratio
for both measurements. The offset repetition rate can be slightly adjusted by translating the
duplexing device in vertical direction, since this introduces variation in relative path length for
the two modes. However, it is limited by the spatial mode separation on it and the clipping of a
mode at its apex angle position.
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Fig. 4. Measured dual-comb Cr:ZnS laser performance at highest average output power.
Intensity autocorrelation trace with sech2 fit for (a) comb 1 and (b) comb 2. (c) Optical
spectrum of comb 1 (red) and comb 2 (blue), showing a fully overlapped spectrum. (d)
Radio frequency trace centered at 242 MHz measured with a resolution bandwidth of 3 Hz.
The ∆f rep of 4.17 kHz is indicated by an arrow.

4. Discussion

This dual-modelocked laser is operated in the middle of its stability zone and is self-starting. To
operate both combs simultaneously it is necessary to overlap the two pump spots with the two
cavity modes in the gain medium. For that, we have adjusted the pump beam path as required.
The beams are well separated on the SESAM, ensuring no coupling between the two similar
comb modes as discussed previously in more detail [30]. This similar performance also indicates
that the SESAM parameters are uniform across the device. Furthermore, even at highest power
operation, we did not observe any noticeable damage on it. The transverse (vertical) dimension
of our gain element is only 2.2 mm and the clear aperture is even lower. So, we limited our beam
separation to ∼ 1.4 mm inside it. However, our results indicate that this separation is good enough
to avoid any cross-talk between the modes, and we could use a higher gain section of the gain
element for the laser operation (as discussed in Section 2.1). Due to the polycrystalline nature
and Brewster angle cut, the gain element might exhibit non-symmetric and non-uniform heat
distribution, which causes misalignment in the cavity while ramping up the power and eventually
shows a saturation behavior (Fig. 3(a)). The small ellipticity in the laser beam profiles is due to
residual astigmatism inside the cavity, which can be eliminated by further design optimization.
The two-surface reflective device allows for robust spatial multiplexing, where both combs share
all of the same cavity elements. This is useful for common noise suppression, a highly desired
property for dual-comb applications. Unlike dual-wavelength modelocking, our laser produces a
well overlapped and broad optical spectrum, highly suited for dual-comb spectroscopy.
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5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrate the first dual-modelocked laser beyond 2 µm operating wavelength.
We have achieved this milestone by using a Cr:ZnS solid-state laser with passive soliton
modelocking using an in-house grown InGaSb quantum well SESAM, and a reflective two-
surface device for spatial duplexing of the two cavity modes. The laser generates two self-starting
modelocked pulse trains at a center wavelength of ∼ 2.36 µm with an average output power
up to 250 mW (200 mW) and pulse duration of 207 fs (187 fs) at a nominal repetition rate of
242 MHz. We obtained a sufficiently large repetition rate difference of 4.17 kHz and a wide
optical spectrum of ∼ 30 nm for both combs. Further power scaling can be done by using a
higher output coupling rate, which will also improve the heat management of the gain element
for better performance. We used a standard X-fold cavity with a small footprint maintaining low
intracavity losses and robust operation. These parameters are important for rapid and sensitive
measurements. Thus, our result paves the way towards single laser-based dual-comb applications
directly in the important 2–3 µm spectral range, suitable for rapid pump-probe measurements
and high-resolution molecular spectroscopy.
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